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HISTORY AT THE MEETINGS OF THE AMERICAN MATHEMATICAL SOCIETY 
AND MATHEMATICAL ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA, 
ATLANTA, JANUARY 1978 
The American Mathematical Society Special Sessions in 
History of Mathematics were organized this year by Dr. Uta 
Merzbach of the Smithsonian Institution. As in the past, the 
sessions were well attended with audiences of two to three 
hundred. The two sessions consisted of the following presenta- 
tions: 
"American women in mathematics," Judy Green (Rutgers); 
“On the history of manifolds," Professor Morris W. Hirsch 
(California, Berkeley); "Asymptotic and normal series solutions 
of ordinary differential equations," Professor A. Schlissel 
(City University of New York, John Jay College of Criminal 
Justice); "The R. L. Moore School as a subject of historical 
research," Dr. Albert C. Lewis (Texas, Austin, Humanities 
Research Center); "The development of the theory of e-functions: 
Unpublished work of Riemann," Professor H. L. Resnikoff 
(California, Irvine), was presented by Professor R. 0. Wells, 
Jr. (Rice); "An American in G'dttingen, 1926-1927: Letters from 
Kline to R. L. Moore," Professor Lucille Whyburn (Texas, Austin); 
“On the early history of general topology," C. E. Au11 
(Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University). 
Abstracts of these talks appear in the Notices of the 
American Mathematical Society 25 (1978), Number 1. In addition 
to the papers presented, an informal discussion was held on 
the subject of "Blacks in mathematics." 
The Mathematical Association of America sponsored on 8 
January a panel discussion, "Using the history of mathematics 
to teach mathematics," Arthur Schlissel, moderator. Papers 
were: "Pedagogical Values of the History of Mathematics," 
Professor Morris Kline (New York University); "Two Case 
Histories," Professor Frederick V. Pohle (Adelphi University); 
"Using Contemporary Sources," Professor Edward J. Barbeau 
(University of Toronto). 
PEIRCE AT VIENNA IN 1979 
Plans are being made for "working sessions" on Peirce's 
general theory of signs at the next Congress of the International 
Association for Semiotic Studies, at Vienna, July 2-6, 1979. 
For further information, write to Max Fisch, 5245 Whisperwood 
Lane, Indianapolis, Indiana 46226, USA. 
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THE CASORATI-WEIERSTRASS THEOREM 
(STUDIES IN THE HISTORY OF COMPLEX FUNCTION THEORY I> 
BY Em NEUENSCHWANDER, 
MATH, INST,, UNIV, ZURICH, SWITZERLAND 
SUMMARIES 
This paper deals first with the background to 
the Casorati-Weierstrass Theorem (in the literature 
also called the Weierstrass Theorem or the 
Weierstrass-Casorati-Sokhotskii Theorem). It 
analyses the difficulties which arose in the 
foundation of a general theory of complex functions. 
Next, we discuss various proofs of the theorem, 
namely those of Casorati, Sokhotskii, Weierstrass, 
and Halder. Finally these proofs will be compared 
and some conclusions will be drawn regarding 
priority in the discovery of the theorem. 
Der Artikel behandelt zuerst die Vorgeschichte 
des Satzes von Casorati-Weierstrass (in der Literatur 
such als Satz von Weierstrass oder Satz von 
Weierstrass-Casorati-Sochozki bezeichnet). Er 
analysiert die Schwierigkeiten, die sich beim 
Aufbau der allgemeinen Funktionentheorie ergaben. 
Darauf werden verschiedene Beweise des Satzes 
untersucht, n;imlich diejenigen von Casorati, 
Sochozki (= Sokhotskii), Weierstrass und Halder. 
Zum Abschluss folgen ein Vergleich dieser Beweise 
und einige Schliisse hinsichtlich der Priorith't 
der Entdeckung. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Cauchy, who founded complex function theory, only vaguely 
examined the behaviour of an analytic function in the vicinity 
of a singularity. In particular, he did not classify the 
several kinds of singularities. These questions were not raised 
until later, indeed not until Laurent [Cauchy 18431 had 
discovered the expansion of analytic functions discontinuous 
ody at isolated points (the Laurent series); Liouville [Borchardt 
18801 and Briot and Bouquet [1859] had further investigated 
doubly periodic functions; and Puiseux [1850] and Riemann [1876] 
had examined algebraic functions. 
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2. THE THEOREM OF LIOUVILLE 
A first result towards the characterization of analytic 
functions by their singularities was found by Liouville around 
1844. In that year he made the following statement before the 
Academy after the presentation of a paper by M. Chasles 
[Liouville 18441: 
Puisqu'il vient d'etre question de fonctions 
elliptiques, je profiterai de l'occasion pour donner 
l'&~onc6 d'un principe g&n%al qui me paraft impri- 
mer a 1'Btude de ces fonctions un caractere d'unite 
et de simplicit6 tout particulier. Soient 2 une 
variable quelconque, reelle ou imaginaire, et Jl(z) 
une fonction de z bien dgterminee, je veux dire une 
fonction qui, pour chaque valeur x + y= de z, 
prenne une valeur unique toujours la mQme, lorsque 
x et y redeviennent les memes. Si une telle fonction 
est doublement ptkiodique, et si l'on reconnaft 
qu'elle n'est jamais infinie, on pourra affirmer 
par cela seul qu'elle se re'duit B une simple constante. 
Ce principe (qui conduit du reste B des 
cons6quences nombreuses et utiles dans d'autres 
parties de l'analyse) m'a fourni sans difficult6 
les th6orsmes connus relatifs, soit B la multipli- 
cation et a la transformation des fonctions 
elliptiques, soit B leurs d&eloppements en serie. 
J'en ai tire aussi une demonstration . . . 
According to this statement, Liouville, while studying elliptic 
functions, became aware of the fundamental fact that these 
functions cannot remain bounded in the whole plane unless they 
are constant. This fact allows a simple development of the 
whole theory, as Liouville then observes. 
Liouville never published his theory of elliptic functions. 
However, he explained it privately to C. W. Borchardt and F. 
Joachimsthal in 1847 [l], and later he expounded it in his 1851 
lectures at the Collsge de France. C. W. Borchardt published 
his notes 30 years later [1880]. If one compares this publica- 
tion with the communication just quoted [Liouville 18441, one 
finds that Liouville must have already discovered important parts 
of his theory in 1844. One can also conclude that Liouville 
most probably proved, indirectly by means of an expansion of the 
doubly periodic function Q(zo + uw + u'w') in sines and cosines 
of multiples of UTI, that a nonconstant doubly periodic function 
cannot be bounded. 
At that time Cauchy too was a member of the Academy. He 
recognized at once that the theorem formulated by Liouville is 
valid for much more general cases. At the very next meeting he 
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presented to the Academy a report entitled "M6moire sur quelques 
propositions fondamentales du calcul des r&.idus, et sur la 
theorie des integrales singulieres" [Cauchy 18441. In this 
memoir he first recalls some theorems on the calculus of residues, 
previously proved by himself, and then shows the following: If 
a function always remains "continuous and hence finite", it is 
a constant. Although Cauchy was the first to formulate and prove 
this theorem in full generality, it still is known today by the 
name of Liouville, by whose theory of elliptic functions it was 
propagated in the special case just mentioned, together with the 
other theorems of Liouville on elliptic functions. 
3. THE BOOK OF BRIOT AND BOUQUET 
The discoveries made by Liouville and Cauchy in the domain 
of elliptic functions and complex function theory were elabo- 
rated by Briot and Bouquet in several papers [Itard 19701 and 
summed up in a book in 1859. This influential volume entitled 
Th&rie des fonctions doublement p&riodiques et, en particulier, 
des fonctions elliptiques passed through several editions and 
was also translated into German [Briot and Bouquet 18591. In 
the first part of this book the authors treat as a novelty the 
general theory of functions of a complex variable [2]. In the 
first chapter they begin with the definitions according to 
Cauchy. They explain what is understood by a finite, continuous. 
monodrome (single-valued) and monogenic (differentiable) 
function of a complex variable, called by them (following 
Cauchy) "synectic". Next, Briot and Bouquet turn to power series 
and show that any ascending power series represents, within its 
circle of convergence, a synectic function. In the third 
chapter the converse of this theorem is proved, and the Maclaurin, 
Taylor and Laurent expansions are dealt with. 
Of special interest for our investigation is the fourth 
and last chapter of the first part, which deals with the general 
properties of synectic functions, The theorems of this chapter 
are [Briot and Bouquet 1859, 34-421: 
PROPRIGTES GkNiRALES DES FONCTIONS 
4 
32. THEOREME I.--.Lorsqu'une fonction est 
synectique dans une certaine portion du plan, 
toutes ses d&iv&es sont aussi des fonctions 
synectiques dans la mGme &endue. 
33. COROLLAIRE I.--Une fonction synectique 
ne peut btre constante dans une portion finie du 
plan, si petite qu'elle soit. 
CORROLLAIRE II.--Une fonction synectique 
ne peut avoir toutes ses d&-i&es nulles en un 
point. 
Si cela avait lieu, la fonction serait une constante. 
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34. THEOREME II.--Lorsqu'une fonction synectique 
dans une certaine portion du plan s'annule pour une 
valeur z = a comprise dans cette portion du plan, 
elle est divisible par (z - a)", n de'siqnant un 
nombre entier fini. 
35. Scolie.--Dans une portion finie du plan, 
1'6quation f(z) = o n'admet qu'un nombre fini de 
racines; car, si elle en admettait une infinite, 
les points qui correspondent aux racines seraient 
infiniment rapproch& les uns des autres et la 
fonction nulle en ces points infiniment rapprochb, 
ce qui est imppssible. 
36. THEOREME III .--Quand une fonction f(z), 
monodrome et monogene, devient infinie pour z = a, 
quel que soit le chemin suivi pour arriver h ce 





f(z) = ___ + n-l 
(z - a)" (z - a)n-l 
+ . . . +- + Q(z) I 
z-a 
la fonction $(z) &ant monodrome et monoq2ne et ne 
devenant pas infinie pour z = a. 
Pour que la fonction jouisse de ces propribt&, 
il est nCcessaire qu'elle devienne infinie pour 
z = a, quel que soit le chemin suivi pour arriver 
en ce point. Ceci n'a pas lieu potir la fonction 
,1/Z 
, qui, lorsque z = o, devient nulle, ou infinie, 
ou indgterminee, suivant le chemin suivi. 
37. THfiOREME IV.--Une fonction, monodrome et 
monoq&ne dans toute If&endue du plan, devient 
nkessairement infinie pour une valeur finie ou 
infinie de la variable. 
38. COROLLAIRE I.--Une fonction, monodrome et 
monogene dans toute l'&tendue du plan, devient 
kcessairement nulle pour une valeur finie ou 
infinie de la variable. 
11 peut arriver que la m&me valeur de z rende une 
fonction 2 la fois nulle et infinie. Ainsi la 
fonction el" devient infinie quand le point z 
vient 2 l'origine par UII chemin situ6 2 droite de 
l'axe des y, et nulle quand le point z vierlt 2 
l'origine par un chemin situ6 B gauche de l'axe 
des Y. De meme la fonction ez devient nulle ou 
infinie pour des valeurs infinies de z. 
COROLLAIRE II.--Une fonction, monodrome et 
monog&ne dans toute l'gtendue du plan, acquiert 
toutes les yaleurs possibles. 
39. THEOREME V.--Deux fonctions monodromes 
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et monogenes, qui admettent les m&mes z&ros et les 
m&mes infinis, chacun au m&me degrk de multiplicite, 
sont &gales, a un facteur constant p&s. 
Scolie .--I1 resulte de la qu'une fonction est 
complgtement dEfinie, a un facteur constant prb, 
quand on connaft ses zeros et ses infinis. C'est 
par le nombre et la distribution des zeros et des 
infinis dans le plan que les fonctions se distinguent 
les unes de? aytres. 
40. THEOREME VI.--Toute fonction monodrome et 
monogkne, qui ne devient infinie que pour z = m, sans 
devenir indkermike, est une fonction entike. 
41. THcORgME VII.--Toute fonction monodrome 
et monog&e, qui n'admet qu'un nombre limit6 
d'infinis, $stwune fraction rationnelle. 
42. THEOREME VIII.--Toute fonction monogkne, 
qui admet m valeurs pour chaque valeur de z, 
devient nkessairement infinie. 
43. THCORCME IX.--Toute fonction monogene, 
qui a m valeurs pour chaque valeur de z et qui 
n'admet qu'un nombre limit6 d'infinis, est racine 
d'une &quation alg&brique. 
COROLLAIRE. --Une fonction d&finie par une 
. . 
gquation alggbrique irrgductible du Verne degr6 
prend m valeurs pour chaque valeur de la variable. 
Many of these theorems are characterized by a certain 
vagueness in statement. The proofs are sometimes insufficient. 
Upon critical examination the question arises: what exactly did 
Briot and Bouquet mean by a function that is monodrome and 
monogenic in the "whole plane"? Did they include the entire 
transcendental functions that are monodrome and monogenic in the 
whole plane except at infinity? In that case the statements 
under 39 are false. It is not easy to answer this question. It 
seems that the authors did not pay enough attention to the point 
at infinity. On reading the book one finds passages both for 
and against the inclusion of transcendental functions. The 
z statements under 17 and 27, in which the functions e , sin Z, 
cos z and e sin 2 are called monodrome and monogenic in the 
whole plane, are statements in favour of inclusion. On the 
other hand, the remark at the end of 38 seems to say that the 
function ez is multivalued at z = 0~. 
Casorati [1866] recognized this defect clearly and corrected 
the theorems (See below section 5, second and following para- 
graphs.) Briot and Bouquet prevaricated. This is seen from an 
unpublished letter of Briot to Casorati, dated 10 March 1867 [25]. 
Briot continues to assert in this letter that his "monodrome 
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and monogenic functions" satisfy theorem V in 39 and can moreover 
have an infinity of zeros and poles: 
Les zeros a et les infinis 0: sont en nombre 
quelconque, mQme infini, et distribues suivant une 
loi quelconque dans le plan; toutefois, on suppose, 
que la distance de deux de ces points est plus 
grande qu'un certain minimum. Decrivons autour de 
chacun des points a et c1 un cercle trbs petit, de 
mani&re que chaque cercle ne comprenne qu'un seul 
de ces points. En disant que les fonctions f(z) 
et F(z) admettent les zeros a et les infinis IX, 
et n'en admettent pas d'autres, nous entendons que, 
pour toute la partie du plan exterieure a ces 
cercles, le module de chacune des fonctions reste 
compris entre deux limites determinees m et M. 11 
en r&ulte que dans toute 1'Btendue du plan, le 
module du quotient F(z)/f(z) ne dCpasse pas une 
limite finie; done, d'apr&s le tht?oreme IV, c'est 
une constante. 
At the end of the letter Briot definitely rejects the 
corrections of Casorati: 
J'espBre que ces explications ne vous laisseront 
plus aucun doute sur le sens et l'exactitude de nos 
theor8mes. 11 est f?icheux que vous ne nous ayez 
pas Bcrit avant de publier votre travail [Casorati 
18661; vous auriez pu corriger l'appr&iation erronde 
qu'il renferme. 
Briot and Bouquet [1859, 2nd ed 18751 have corrected this defect 
in the second edition. Yet they refused again to accept the 
criticism of Casorati [3]. 
The books of the period, immediately after Briot and 
Bouquet, are not better in this regard. Some of them retain 
the theorems of Briot and Bouquet more or less unchanged. For 
instance H. Durege [1864, 1271 formulates the theorem in 39 as 
follows: 
Eine einwerthige Function ist bis auf einen 
constanten Factor bestimmt, sobald man alle 
endlichen Werthe kennt, fiir welche sie unend- 
lich klein und unendlich gross wird, und von jedem 
such die Ordnungszahl des Unendlichwerdens, und: 
Zwei einwerthige Functionen, welche in diesen 
Werthen und in den Ordnungszahlen Ubereinstimmen, 
sind bis auf einen constanten Factor einander 
gleich. 
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A little later Du&ge also asserts that the theorem remains 
true for an infinite number of zeros and poles, and even 
that in this case too, the function can be represented as a 
product Q,(z) = C II (z - ai) ni/ (z-a,, "k . 
Other mathematicians such as Clebsch and Gordan saw the 
defects of Briot and Bouquet very well. They thought that 
considerations about general functions in the sense of Riemann 
were always dangerous. In the preface of their Theorie der 
Abelschen Functionen they say among other things [Clebsch and 
Gordan 1866, VI]: 
Wenn wir uns an einigen Stellen auf Satze berufen, 
welche in dem Werke der Herren Briot und Bouquet 
gegeben sind, so verstehen wir diese nur in dem 
Umfange, wie sie auf algebraische und gewisse aus 
diesen abgeleitete Functionen Anwendung finden; in 
diesem Umfange sind sie richtig, bei weiterer 
Ausdehnung zwn Theil mehr als zweifelhaft, wie wir 
seit Jahren in unsern an hiesiger Universitxt 
gehaltenen Vorlesungen auszufuhren niemals versaumt 
haben. 
4. FIRST CORRECTIONS BY NEUMANN 
From the above considerations, it is clear that a thorough 
understanding of the singularities of an analytic function was 
missing in the treatment by Briot and Bouquet. For the 
development of such an understanding in general and, in 
particular, for the investigation of the behaviour of the 
function for large values of z, the representation of complex 
numbers on the sphere became important. This representation 
is usually ascribed to Riemann [4]. In the works of Riemann one 
does not, however, find very much, apart from the idea that an 
unbounded surface can be regarded as closed, and that in this 
case the value - is represented by exactly one point [Riemann 
1876, 95, 81-841. Nearly the same situation prevails in the 
work of Durege, who used notes of Riemann's lectures [S]. 
The first to use the representation on the sphere in a 
systematic way was C. Neumann. In his Vorlesungen fiber Riemann's 
Theorie der Abel'schen Integrale, published in 1865, one finds 
besides a chapter on functions defined in the complex plane, 
another nearly as extensive chapter, entitled "Functions of a 
complex argument considered as spread out on the sphere" 
[Neumann 1865, 131-1611. An evaluation of the contribution of 
Riemann and Neumann is given by Neumann in his preface (p. VI): 
Meine Darstellung fusst ausschliesslich auf dem 
Studium der von Riemann veruffentlichten und bereits 
genannten Abhandlungen. Erw2ihnen muss ich dabei 
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jedoch eines Gedankens, der mir aus Riemann's 
Vorlesungen durch mtfndliche Ueberlieferung 
zu Ohren kam, und der auf meine Darstellung 
von nicht geringem Einfluss wurde. Dieser 
Gedanke besteht in der Projection der auf der 
Horizontal-Ebene ausgebreiteten Functionswerthe 
nach einer KugelflXche hin. Ich habe dieser 
(wie ich glaube nur beilgufig) von Riemann 
angegebenen Projection noch eine zweite (die 
Projection von der Kugelfia'che auf die 
Antipoden-Ebene) hinzugeftigt; und glaube, dass 
diese geometrischen Vorstellungen, obwohl fur 
die Wissenschaft selber unwesentlich, fur die 
erste Einfffhrung in die von Riemann begrdndete 
neue Disciplin von grossem Vortheil sein werden. 
As we have seen, there was an incompleteness in the theorems 
of Briot and Bouquet; it was not clear whether the point ~0 had 
to be taken into account. The study of functions on the sphere 
enabled Neumann to elucidate this incompleteness in an easy way. 
He stated [Neumann 1865, 137f]: 
Eine Function f(x+iy), welche auf der Horizontalebene 
allenthalben eindeutig ist, wird, falls man ihre 
Werthe nach der KugelflBche hin verpflanzt, entweder 
auf dieser FlXche Uberall eindeutig sein, oder daselbst 
eindeutig sein mit alleiniger Ausnahme des Punctes x+iy = ~0. 
Just so, one could see by means of the "antipode plane" intro- 
duced by Neumann [6], that the behaviour of a function f(z) 
at the point = can be studied by replacing l/z by z'. The point 
m is thus reduced to the status of an ordinary point. This 
aspect was certain, sooner or later, to prove fertile for the 
classification of singularities. Here too the first progress 
was made by Neumann. He distinguished between polar and nonpolar 
singularities. The polar ones were characterized by the 
property that l/f remains continuous. Thus, the words "pole" 
and "polar discontinuity" go back to Neumann (1865) and not, as 
W. F. Osgood [1901, 181 and Brill-Noether [1894, 1701 assert, to 
the second edition of the work on elliptic functions by Briot- 
Bouquet (1875). Still more interesting is a note which Neumann 
[1865, 1st ed., 95ff] adds to his classification of discontinui- 
ties (but drops in his second abridged edition). It implicitly 
contains the usual classification of singularities, which we 
shall find in Casorati later on: 
Wenn wir unsere Schlussfolge recapituliren, SO 
haben wir zunBchst alle tlberhaupt VorhaIldeI~eIi 
Unstetigkeitspuncte, welcher Art sie such immer sein 
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mugen, in zwei Kategorien gebracht; namlich 
I. in die Kategorie derjenigen, welche durch 
einen endlichen Sprung des Functionswerthes 
veranlasst werden, -- und 
II. in die Kategorie derjenigen, welche in einem 
Aufspringen des Functionswerthes ins Unendliche 
ihren Grund haben. 
Sodann untersuchten wir die I. Kategorie, und 
iiberzeugten uns davon, dass in dieser kein polarer 
Unstetigkeitspunct enthalten sein kijnne. 
Daraus folgte mit Nothwendigkeit, dass sammtliche 
polaren Unstetigkeitspuncte zur II. Kategorie 
geh6ren. MEglicherweise sind nun in dieser 
II. Kategorie ausser den polaren Unstetigkeitspuncten 
noch andere Arten von Unstetigkeitspuncten enthalten. 
Dass das in der That der Fall ist, lasst sich 
leicht durch ein BeisDiel darthun. 
Betrachten wir die Function e l/ (x+iy) oder el". 
Diese Function wird fiir z = 0 unendlich, und hat also 
bei z = 0 einen Unstetigkeitspunct, welcher zur 
II. Kategorie gehdrt. Trotzdem ist dieser 
Unstetigkeitspunct hein polarer; denn der reciproce 
Werth der Function, namlich der Werth von 
e-1'z ist , wie man leicht erkennt, im Bereich des 
Punctes z = 0 keineswegs stetig, wie solches doch 
der Fall sein mtlsste, wenn jener Punct ein polarer 
ware. Somit ergiebt sich Folgendes: 
In der I. Kategorie befindet sich kein polarer 
Unstetigkeitspunct. 
In der II. Kategorie befinden sich: 
a) sammtliche polare Unstetigkeitspuncte, und 
B) noch andere Arten van Unstetigkeitspuncten, wie 
z.B.derjenige, welchen die Function e l/z 
bei z = 0 besitzt. 
Hatte es sich darum gehandelt, die ganze 
II. Kategorie durch einen Namen zu bezeichnen, so 
wlirde der Name Unendlichkeitspunct zweckmassig 
gewesen sein. Da es nun aber, was eine genaue 
Fassung dcr nachfolgenden Untersuchungen anbelangt, 
gerade wesentlich ist, die beiden Theile CL und B, 
aus welchen jene II. Kategorie besteht, scharf 
auseinander zu halten, so schien die Einftihrung 
eines besonderen Namens durchaus nothwendig; und 
hierzu schienen die Worte Pol und polar durch ihre 
Kiirze und such durch andere Umstande besonders 
geeignet. 
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5. THE DISCOVERY OF THE THEOREM BY CASORATI 
F. Casorati (1835-1890) became professor in Pavia and Milan. 
When he was still assistant lecturer he had the opportunity to 
travel to Germany and France and to make the personal acquaintance 
of the most prominent mathematicians of his time. He wrote 
several treatises on the theory of functions. Probably the most 
important of these was his book Teorica delle funzioni di 
variabili complesse [Casorati 1868b], which resulted from lectures 
he had given in 1866-1867 at the University of Pavia. From the 
historical introduction of more than one hundred pages one sees 
that Casorati had a thorough knowledge of the work of his 
predecessors, in particular of the school of Riemann. Most of 
all he admired Riemann [Casorati 1868b, preface XI ff]. The 
theory of singularities is treated in this book and is also studied 
in two other treatises [Casorati 1866 Fr 1868a]. Parts of these 
two treatises (especially the second paper [1868a]) are 
nearly word for word in agreement with his book. This shows 
how much importance Casorati attached to the results he had 
found in this area. 
The first of the two treatises is entitled Alcune ri- 
flessioni relative alla teorica generale delle funzioni di 
variabili affatto libere, ossia complesse [Casorati 18661. It 
was motivated by the preface of Clebsch and Gordan [1866] 
mentioned before, in which these authors express their scepticism 
towards the theorems of a general theory of functions, as 
formulated by Briot and Bouquet [1859]. In Casorati's opinion 
this general function theory was very important. In his paper 
he wants to show that the theorems in question make good sense, 
provided they are rigorously formulated. For this purpose he 
represents complex numbers by points on the sphere according to 
Neumann [Casorati 1866, 271 f] and generalizes the notions of 
monodromy and continuity accordingly. Deviating from general 
usage, he calls a function f continuous and monodrome at a point 
in which the value of the function is m, if the reciprocal 
function l/f is continuous and monodrome at this point. Casorati 
uses the same definition also in his book [Casorati 1868b, 196f], 
where he justifies the modified definition and asks the reader 
to tolerate it. 
In the unpublished correspondence of Casorati, a letter 
from Neumann exists in which the latter takes a positive attitude 
towards Casorati's new definition of continuity. On 25 June, 
1868 Neumann writes: 
Die Art und Weise, wie Sie das Wort "stetig" oder 
"continuirlich" gebrauchen, hat ohne allen Zweifel 
volle Berechtigung und empfiehlt sich 
ausserordentlich durch die daraus resultirende 
Eleganz und Symmetrie der Ausdrucksweise. Ich kann 
hinzufiigen, dass mir solches bei Abfassung meines 
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eignen Werkes nicht entgangen ist. Wenn ich 
trotzdem jenes Wort in anderem Sinne gebraucht habe, 
so geschah das einerseits, weil ich das Wort stetig 
nicht aus der ihm von Riemann selber zuertheilten 
Bedeutung herausreissen wollte, und andererseits, 
weil das Wort gerade in jener Bedeutung (wo der 
Begriff des Endlichen mit ihm verbunden ist) flir 
viele Untersuchungen der Math. ?hysik (Warme, 
Elektricitat, Magnetismus) besonders bequem ist. 
Dennoch scheinen mir die Griinde filr Ihre 
Gebrauchsart iiberwiegend. Und da wir glticklicherweise 
Uber zwei Worte stetig und continuirlich verfiigen, 
so werde ich fortan das erstere in derselben 
Bedeutung wie bisher, das letztere aber in dem 
Sinne gebrauchen, welchen Sie demselben beilegen. 
After having introduced his generalized notions, Casorati 
[1866, 273f.l presents a correct formulation of the theorems 
proposed by Briot and Bouquet in 33, 34, 36 and 37. Next he 
characterizes the transcendental functions as those for which 
there exists at least one point on the sphere at which they are 
no longer continuous and monodrome. He remarks that these 
functions--as opposed to those that are everywhere continuous 
and monodrome--can very well assume the same value at infinitely 
many points. As examples he cites the elliptic functions sn z, 
cn z and dn z, which have an essential singularity at ~0. After 
thus having put the scholium in 35 of Briot and Bouquet into 
a wider framework, Casorati turns to 39. He first notes 
that the assertion in 39 is true if the function is continuous 
and monodrome on the whole sphere. But if the function is 
continuous and monodrome except at infinity [7], the knowledge 
of the points where the function becomes 0 or m is no longer 
sufficient to determine the function up to a constant fact0r.t 
In this case the function is determined only up to a factor e , 
where t may be any entire (algebraic or transcendental) function 
(Compare section 3 above.) 
The second paper Un teorema fondamentale nella teorica 
delle discontinuita delle funzioni [Casorati 1868a] also illus- 
trates the efforts of Casorati to give the fundamental theorems 
of general function theory a rigorous form. In this paper, he 
proves that at an essential singularity an analytic function 
gets arbitrarily near to any given value. The clarity of 
Casorati's understanding of the different kinds of isolated 
singularities emerges still more evidently from the exposition 
in his book Teorica delle funzioni di variabili complesse 
[Casorati 1868b]. Because the paper [Casorati 1868a] is easily 
available in his collected works, and because it is contained 
almost word for word in 588 of his book (which is not in the 
collected works), I shall consider only his book. 
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In this book Casorati first deals with complex numbers 
(Part 1, pp. 145-189), real and complex functions (Part 2, 
pp. 190-249), and the most important topics of the theory of 
infinite series, infinite products and complex integrals (Part 
3, pp. 250-400). Next (Part 4, pp. 401-443) he comes to the 
different possibilities of the behaviour of a single-valued 
analytic function at a particular point. He uses exactly this 
viewpoint as a criterion of classification in the further 
development of his theory. 
First he deals with the case in which the function is 
continuous and finite at the point under consideration. In this 
case he shows that the function can be represented by an integral 
(Cauchy's Integral Formula) or by a power series. If the 
function has a zero of multiplicity n at the point 6, the power 
series has the form 
f(z) = (z - 6)"w(z), w(z) continuous at 6, w(8) # 0, # a. 
In the next case in which the function is infinite but 
continuous in the sense of Casorati at the point 6 [8], one 
finds an expansion of the form 
f(z) = (z - q-"w(z), w(z) continuous at 6, w(6) # 0, # a. 
A third and last possibility remains, in which the function 
is discontinuous at the point 6. Casorati deals with this case 
in the sections 87-91. We shall now consider this third case. 
The text of section 88 in which the Casorati-Weierstrass 
Theorem is proved, will be reproduced at the end of this 
section. 
Casorati starts with some preparations in section 87. He 
describes a ring-shaped domain, bounded by two concentric circles 
around the point of discontinuity 6, such that the function 
remains monodrome, continuous and finite within this domain. The 
outer bounding circle is called d, the inner one d. In the 
interior of this domain the function has, by Cauchy's Integral 
Formula, a representation of the following form: 
w(K) dr . 
K-Z 
d - d 
For the determination of the behaviour of the function for 
z + 6 the second term on the right of (1) is of decisive im- 
portance. Two cases may be distinguished. If the singular 
point 6 is isolated ("separata"), i.e. if a circle around 6 
exists within which lie no other points of discontinuity and 
also no points at which the function becomes infinite, then d 
can be made arbitrarily small without changing the value of the 
second integral. In the other case there are, in any neighbor- 
hood of S, points at which the function becomes m [9]. Casorati 
amply discusses these two cases [lo]. 
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Next, in section 88, Casorati starts proving that the 
function “assumes every arbitrarily given value at the point 6”. 
His formulation of this assertion is not quite correct [ll], 
but what he actually proves is completely clear: the function 
approaches, or comes arbitrarily near to any given value a. 
Casorati proves this first for the value a = m. In the second 
of his two cases, in which the singularity is not isolated, the 
correctness of his assertion is obvious: arbitrarily close to 6 
there are values of z for which the function value is m. III. the 
first case the inner bounding circle d can be made arbitrarily 
small without changing the value of the second integral of (1). 
Now, if the function w(z) remained bounded for z + 6 [12], then 
the second integral would be smaller than any assigned quantity 
(i.e. zero) as Casorati proves in great detail (See the extract 
at the end of this section.). Hence the function would be 
continuous at the point 6 (as is the first integral) except for 
a discontinuity that can be removed by changing the value of the 
function at that point (“una discontinuith the si potrebbe togiiere 
mutandone il valore in quest0 solo punto”). This, however, 
contradicts the hypothesis. Hence w(z) is not bounded for 
z -* 6 and the function “assumes” the value ~0 in the first case 
as we;l. Now the generalization to an arbitrary value a is no 
longer difficult. If w is discontinuous at 6, so is w-a and 
hence also 1/ (w-a) according to Casorati’s definition of conti- 
nui ty . Hence l/w-a must assume the value m at 8, and w must 
assume the value a. 
After having proved the Casorati-Weierstrass Theorem, 
Casorati deals with the Laurent series, and he discusses in some 
generality the form of the expansion of a function with several 
singularities of different kinds. 
Extract from [Casorati 1868b, 434-4351 
§. 88. Teorema. In un punto di discontinuita, una 
funzione ammette come valori tutti quanti i numeri; 
ove pera la discontinuitA non sia di quelle the si 
possono togliere mutando il valor della funzione 
puramente in esso punto. 
Cominciamo a dimostrare the nel detto punto 
(sia sempre 6) la funzione ammette il valore m. 
Cib 2 di per se evidente se la discontinuita non 
sia separata dagli m. Quando, pel contrario, ne 
sia separata, si consideri la espressione 
1 
w== I W(K) dK 1 -- K-Z 2T.i I W(K) dK c-z ' 
d - 
della quale si supponga the D non ecceda 1 ‘intorno 
di 6, cioe non contenga altra singularit di w 
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fuorch?? quella the esiste in 6. Ponendo, 
nell'integrale preso lung0 d, 
K-6=Re Qi , dK = (K - G)idR, 
esso pui3 scriversi come segue: 2Tl 
1 
I 
w(K) dtc 1 =- w(K) 7 2n1 K-z 2.T I 
-- dC2. 
1- z-6 
d 0 K- 6 
11 valore di quest0 integrale non cambia allo 
stringersi della circonferenza d; ma, stringendosi 
d e percib avvicinandosi K a 6, il denominatore 
1 - (Z - 6)/(K - 6) 
cresce all'infinito. E pertanto, Se w(K) Jnai IlOII 
cessasse di essere finita in ogni punto di d 
comunque questa circonferenza impiccolisse, la 
frazione 
W(K)/(l - (Z - h)/(K - s>>, 
e quindi l'integrale, dovrebbe essere minore di 
qualsia grandezza assegnata, cioi? dire zero. Ma in 







cioe il solo integrale lung0 $, il quale rimane 
continua e finito anche giungendo z nel punto 6. 
Quindi w dovrebbe rimanere pur'essa continua e 
finita per z = 6, a meno the, al giungere di z 
in 6, w cessasse di coincidere in valore 
coll'integrale; il the avvenendo, w avrebbe in 6 
una discontinuita the si potrebbe togliere 
mutandone il valore in quest0 solo punto, cioe 
dandole come valore quell0 somministrato 
dall'integrale. Escludendo le discontinuitlr di 
questa sorta, resta dunque dimostrato the w deve 
ammettere in 6 come valore l'm. 
Per riconoscere, infine, the w deve ammettere 
in 6 anche qualsiasi altro numero A come valore, si 
consideri la funzione 
W = 1/ (W - A) . 
Questa B pure necessariamente discontinua in 6, e 
pero vi ammette come valore I'm; ma cio non pub darsi 
senza the ivi possa riuscire w - A = 0, ciob w = A. 
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6. THE PROOF OF SOKHOTSKII 
At the same time (1868) as Casorati, the Russian mathema- 
tician Yu. V. Sokhotskii discovered and proved the theorem. 
Sokhotskii (1842-1927) was professor at the University of 
St. Petersburg [Markuschewitsch 1955, 801. His Master's Disser- 
tation was entitled "Theory of integral residues with applica- 
tions" [Sokhotskii 18681. The work is divided into two major 
sections. The first 43 pages present the theory, the remaining 
80 pages the applications. In the first 24 pages of his first 
section Sokhotskii discusses the most important theorems of the 
general theory of complex functions [13]. In this context he 
studies the behaviour of a single-valued analytic function at a 
definite point by investigating the series expansion there as 
well as the representation by an integral. His method is similar 
to that of Casorati. 
In the fourth part of 15 Sokhotskii first considers the 
case in which the function is continuous at a point z and has 
0 
there a zero of multiplicity n. From the power series expansion 
he concludes that the function can be represented as: 
(21 f(z) = (z - Z/ 5 (Z)) a(z) continuous at z , 
4(zo) # 0, # m * O 
In the fifth part he considers the case in which the 
function becomes infinite at z . Since the text has some pe- 
culiar terminology and in addi:ion is difficult to obtain [14], 
I shall give a translation of it at the end of this section. 
For questions of detail, I refer to this translation. Here 
Sokhotskii distinguishes two possibilities. The first one is 
characterized thus: the function assumes at z. no other value 
than infinity. In this case the function has, as we say today, 
a pole at z 
0’ 
It would have been better to characterize this 
case by saying, as Casorati did, that l/f(z) is continuous at z 
In fact, Sokhotskii uses just this property in order to 0’ 
derive from (2) his formula (3), from which he obtains formula 
(4), which describes the behaviour of f(z) in the vicinity of zo: 
(4) f(z) = (z - zo'-" $(z), Q(z) continuous at z 
Wo) # 0, # m * O' 
The second possibility (the case of an essential singu- 
larity) is characterized by Sokhotskii as follows: At the point 
Z 
0 
the function f(z) goes to ~0 of an infinite order. It is 
clear what he means by this: The Laurent expansion of f(z) at z. 
is supposed to have an infinity of non-vanishing terms with 
negative exponents. Here too Casorati's characterization (l/f(z) 
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discontinuous at zo) is preferable. Casorati obtains this 
characterization just by denying his characterization of 
possibility 1. 
Concerning the statement of the Casorati-Weierstrass 
Theorem we find no progress in the presentation of Sokhotskii. 
Just like Casorati, he says that the function "assumes all values" 
(compare [ll]) at zo. The proof itself is very short. Yet it 
is complete if the lemma on pp. 8-9 (not mentioned in the main 
proof) is taken into account. In this lemma he shows [15] that 
an analytic function that is discontinuous at z 
0 
necessarily 
assumes the value 00 at z , if one disregards the case in which 
the discontinuity can beOremoved by redefining f(zo). With this 
lemma, the proof is as follows: If f(z) would not assume the 
value 0 at z 
0’ 
then l/f(z) would not assume the value m. Ac- 
cording to the lemma just quoted, l/f(z) would be continuous at 
zOy 
and f(z) would not be infinite of infinite order at z 
0’ 
which contradicts the hypothesis. The final part of the proof 
is similar to Casorati's treatment. 
Extract from [Sokhotskii 1868, 17-181, translated by H. C. Kennedy. 
5. If at the point z = z. the function f(z) is 
equal to m and does not assume any finite value, then, 
on the basis of what was just said, for values of 
2 near z o we shall have 
(3) l/f(z) = (z - zo) n G(z), 
where n is a positive integer and U(z) some function 
that remains finite and not equal to zero at the 
point zo. But from equation (3) we have 
f(z) = (z - zo) -n l/G(z), 
or setting 
lli3(z) = J, (zl , 
(4) f(z) = (z - zo) -n Q(z), 
where $(z) is some function that, at the point z = z 
0’ 
assumes a finite value not equal to zero. 
Equation (4) gives us the general form of the 
function f(z) near a point at which f(z) becomes ~0 
and does not assume any finite value beside. 
The whole number n is said to be the order of the 
infinite function f(z) or, more generally, it is 
the number of infinities of the function f(z) at 
the point zo- 
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From what was said in the last two sections it 
is clearly seen that if a given function f(z) at 
some point z. goes to m of an infinite order, then 
certainly at this point the function f(z) must 
assume all possible values. 111 fact, among the 
various values of f(z) will certainly be found 
zero, for in the opposite case the function 
l/f(z) at the point considered would be finite 
and continuous, which contradicts the assumption; 
but it follows from this that every other value 
must also be found here, for the function 
f(z) - const. at the point considered, becoming 
co of an infinite order, certainly becomes zero at 
this same point. 
7. THE PROOF OF WEIERSTRASS 
Weierstrass presents the theorem on the behaviour of an 
analytic function in the vicinity of an essential singularity 
[16] in an appendix to a paper published in the Abhandlungen der 
Ktiniglichen Akademie der Wissenschaften zu Berlin [Weierstrass 
18761. From the excerpts of the letters of Weierstrass to 
Sofya Kovalevskaya published by Mittag-Leffler [1923, 149-1521, 
one sees that Weierstrass had already written the main part of 
his paper in 1874, and that he presented it to the Academy in 
the same year. 
The main purpose of this paper is to investigate how far 
a single-valued analytic function is determined by its singu- 
larities [17]. Weierstrass first considers the special case of 
rational functions and shows that these are characterized by the 
property of having a finite number of non-essential singularities 
only. Next he turns to functions having just one essential 
singularity. These can have an infinite number of zeros and 
poles in the vicinity of the essential singularity. The poles 
of the function f(x) are the zeros of l/f(x). By means of his 
famous product representation, which he developed in 52 of this 
paper, Weierstrass succeeds in constructing an entire function 
having an infinite number of given zeros. In 53 he shows that 
every meromorphic function can be regarded as a quotient of two 
entire functions having no common zeros. Next, functions having 
several essential singularities are constructed by means of 
arithmetical operations. In this way he finally shows, as he 
himself says, "wie sich jede eindeutige Function f(x) mit einer 
endlichen Anzahl wesentlicher singularer Stellen aus den 
einfachsten Functionen mit einer (wesentlichen oder ausser- 
wesentlichen) singularen Stelle durch arithmetische Operationen 
zusammensetzen lasst" [Weierstrass 1876, 1221 [18]. 
In 58, by way of an appendix to the foregoing investiga- 
tions, Weierstrass presents the so-called Casorati-Weierstrass 
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Theorem, which he formulates as follows [1876, 1241: 
Hiernach Zndert sich die Function f(x) in 
einer unendlich kleinen Umgebung der.Stelle c in 
der Art discontinuirlich, dass sie jedem willkiirlich 
angenommenen Werthe beliebig nahe kommen kann, fiir 
x = c also einen bestimmten Werth nicht besitzt; 
was sich in den entwickelten Ausdriicken der Function 
dadurch zu erkennen giebt, dass dieselben fiir 
x = c aufhbren, eine Bedeutung zu haben. 
The proof Weierstrass gives is determined by the preceding 
main part of the paper. It is quite different from the proofs 
of Casorati and Sokhotskii. In his proof, Weierstrass takes as 
his starting-point the so-called "Liouvillels Theorem", which 
states that a non-constant entire function assumes arbitrarily 
large values outside every given circle. Weierstrass first shows 
that this result is also true for any single-valued function 
having just one essential singularity at ~0. To prove this, 
Weierstrass writes the function f(x) (according to the consider- 
ations given in 13) as Gl(x)/G2(x), where Gl(x) and G2(x) are 
entire functions having no common zeros. Because f(x) has an 
essential singularity at a, at least one of the two functions 
Gl(x) or G2(x) must be transcendental: (a) Let G2(x) be transcen- 
dental. In this case it follows from the construction of G2(x) 
[Weierstrass 1876, 531, that G2(x) has an infinity of zeros. 
Because these are not zeros of Gl(x) and have no finte accumula- 
tion point, the desired result follows. (b) If G2(x) is rational, 
Gl(x) must be transcendental. In this case f(x) can be written 
as G3(x)/G2(x) + G4(x) where G3(x) is a polynomial of lower 
degree than G2(x), whereas G4(x) is an entire transcendental 
function. Now since G3(x)/G2(x) becomes arbitrarily small for 
large x, the desired result follows by applying Liouville's 
Theorem to G4(x). 
Next Weierstrass considers a single-valued function having 
n essential singularities. In the preceding sections he had 
given a canonical representation of such a function as a "product" 
of functions having only one essential singularity each 
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In particular he had proved: If the variable x tends towards one 
of the essential singularities c 
V’ 
the function behaves just 
like a function having only one essential singularity at m for 
x tending to m. Hence the desired result holds for functions 
of this kind as well. 
Now if the function f(x) has an essential singularity at 
cV2 
and if C is an arbitrary constant, the function l/(f(x) - C) 
also has an essential singularity at cv. Hence if x tends to 
C 
V’ 
the function f(x) will not only approximate the value m, 
but also every finite value C. Thus, the Casorati-Weierstrass 
Theorem is proved for any single-valued function having n 
essential singularities. 
8. THE PROOF OF HijLDER 
The proof given by Weierstrass, if considered isolated 
from the main part of his paper, has some important disadvantages. 
First it is unnecessarily complicated. Also, it is valid with- 
out modification only for a special class of analytic functions. 
The earlier proofs given by Casorati and Sokhotskii were probably 
less well-known in Germany. Therefore, it is not astonishing 
that the problem was taken up once more by Otto Holder [1882], 
who formulated the theorem as follows: 
I. Gegeben sei ein Gebiet F, darin Punkt a, 
ferner f(x) als Function einer complexen Variabeln, 
eindeutig bestimmt in jedem Punkt von F, ausser dem 
Punkt a selbst. Ferner sol1 f im ganzen Gebiet, 
abgesehen vom Punkt a, nicht blos stetig, sondern 
such als Function einer complexen Variabeln 
differenzirbar sein mit stetigem Differential- 
quotienten f'(x). Im Punkt a sei Uber f(x) nichts 
bestimmt; die Function mag in a als nicht definirt 
gelten. Bei unendlicher Anndherung an a ktlnnen f 
und f' mtjglicherweise Uber jede Grenze wachsen. 
II. Es sol1 nun bewiesen we&en, dass, wenn f(x) 
den in I. gegebenen Bedingungen geniigt, nur drei 
FXlle eintreten kijnnen: 
1) Es existirt eine Potenzreihe von x - a, so 
dass in der Vmgebung von a 
f(x) = bV + bl(x - a) + b2(x - a) 2+ .... 
21 f kann in der Vmgebung von a nach positiven 
und negativen Potenzen von x - a entwickelt werden, 
wobei die negativen in endlicher Anzahl auftreten: 
f(x) = (x - a)-n{bb + bj(x - a) + . ..I. n ganz. 
3) f(x) wird in unendlicher N;ihe von a sowohl 
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beliebig gross, als such beliebig klein. 
To prove this he uses a lemma: 
Wenn f(x) unter einer festen Grenze bleibt in 
beliebiger N;ihe von a, so tritt der erste Fall ein: 
f(x) = bO + bl(x - a) + b2(x - a) 2 + . . . 
flir alle x in der Umgebung von a, ausser a selbst. 
From this lemma the desired result follows easily. One has 
only to distinguish the following cases: (1) f(x) remains 
bounded in a neighborhood of a. By the lemma this leads to case 
IT.1 of HGlder's statement. (2) f(x) assumes arbitrarily large 
values in the vicinity of a. 
Two possibilities emerge: (2.1) f(x) has zeros arbitrarily 
near to a. This leads to case 11.3. (2.2) f(x) has no zeros 
arbitrarily near to a, Again, two further cases are to be 
considered: (2.2.1) l/f(x) remains bounded in the vicinity of 
a. This gives us case 11.2. (2.2.2) l/f(x) does not remain 
bounded in the vicinity of a. This gives us, once more, case 
11.3. In the case II.3 the Casorati-Weierstrass Theorem can be 
proved in the same way, as in the proof of Weierstrass, by re- 
placing f(x) by f(x) - C, where C is arbitrary. HUlder illus- 
trates this case by several examples. 
Holder proves his lemma by twice integrating f(x). He 
first shows that /f(x)dx is independent of the path of integra- 
tion in the whole domain F. Hence /zf(x)dx is a continuous 
function in F (a included). By integrating once more he obtains 
a differentiable function in F, This function can be expanded 
in a power series convergent in a circle around a. The second 
derivative of this power series agrees with f(x) at all points 
except perhaps at a itself. Thus, the lemma is proved. 
A characteristic feature of HSlder's proof is the clear 
formulation of the lemma. He was the first to stress its 
importance for the investigation of the singularities of analytic 
functions. The lemma itself has a long history. It was first 
formulated by Weierstrass in 1841 in a paper not published at 
that time. Weierstrass [1841, 631 proved it by expanding the 
function in a Laurent series C~_AyxV. Using Cauchy's Inequali- 
ties for the coefficients A ", Weierstrass showed that the terms 
with negative exponents are zero. Later on (1851) one finds the 
same theorem in a paper of Riemann [1876, 23f]. In 512 of his 
dissertation he proves it by integrating the given function f(x), 
using an approach similar to that in Holder's paper. In his 
lectures Riemann probably gave a simpler proof based on Cauchy's 
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Integral Formula [19]. In any case, this form of the proof can 
be found in the book of Durege [1864, 1st ed., 107f] [20]. III 
this latter form, the proof was used by Casorati and Sokhotskii 
in their proofs of the Casorati-Weierstrass Theorem. Casorati 
does not explicitly formulate the lemma; it is irltegrated in 
his QrOOf. Sokhotskii proves the lemma ten pages earlier, but 
he does not mention it in the main proof. Thus, the clear 
exposition of the importance of the lemma is, as we have said, 
the contribution of Holder [21]. 
9. QUESTIONS OF PRIORITY AND FINAL REMARKS 
Let us summarize the main lines of development and say 
something about the difficult question of dependence between the 
different discoverers of the Casorati-Weierstrass Theorem. Only 
with HUlder [1882] is the situation rather clear. He cites 
Picard and Weierstrass; the others do not mention the work of 
their predecessors. 
Casorati [1868a and b] has the honour of the first publi- 
cation. He gave a full proof of the theorem and clearly 
recognized its importance. As we have seen, Casorati made use 
of the preliminary work of his predecessors. In the book of 
Briot and Bouquet he found the suggestion of the general problem. 
In the book of Neumann he found the representation of a function 
on the sphere and a first classification of singularities. 
Finally, in the work of Riemann or of Riemann's pupils he could 
find the proof of the lemma. 
In the same year, probably some months later [22], the 
Russian Sokhotskii [1868] published the theorem. However, his 
treatment of the problem is, as we have seen, not as good in 
several respects as that of Casorati. I therefore suppose that 
he found his theorem independently. A communication over so 
large a distance in so short a time seems to be rather improbable 
Besides, he does not mention the work of Casorati in his preface. 
More difficult is the question of dependence regarding 
Weierstrass. In section 7 we have seen that Weierstrass was in 
possession of the theorem by 1874. If only chronology is 
considered, it would be perfectly possible for Weierstrass to 
have learnt the theorem from Casorati [1868a or b]. This 
conclusion first seems to be confirmed by the fact that 
Weierstrass does not lay any stress on the theorem in the paper 
in question [Weierstrass 18761. He presents it--perhaps for 
reasons of completeness--as an appendix at the end of a long 
investigation. On the other hand, there are important arguments 
against the hypothesis of dependence of Weierstrass on Casorati. 
First we may remark that it was Weierstrass who first proved 
the lemma which is basic for the proof of the theorem 
[Weierstrass 18411. Next it is known that Weierstrass very often 
did not publish his results, but mentioned them only in his 
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lectures. As a preliminary to further investigations we must 
therefore study the following questions: 1. Did contacts between 
Weierstrass and Casorati exist? 2. Can we find the theorem 
already in earlier lectures of Weierstrass? 
A complete answer to the first question became possible 
when after long research I found in Pavia, in October 1975, the 
unpublished correspondence of Casorati. This very extensive 
correspondence is cared for by A. Gabba, a descendant of Casorati. 
Casorati exchanged letters with some 306 persons, among whom we 
find nearly 100 scholars from outside Italy. The collection of 
letters seems to be pretty complete. In most cases the drafts 
of Casorati's letters are preserved as well. Among these papers 
are also notes made after talks with foreign scholars. A study 
of the contents of the manuscript works left by Casorati is in 
press [23]. 
Now what does this collection of letters and notes contri- 
bute to our problem? First I may mention that in a letter to 
Hermite of 14 April 1882 Casorati complains that Weierstrass in 
his paper [1876] did not quote his publications [Casorati 1868a 
and b]. So the question arises: Did Weierstrass know the book 
of Casorati [1868b]? The question can be answered from the 
existing correspondence between Casorati and Weierstrass. On 
21 December 1868 Weierstrass writes to Casorati: 
. . . . und habe nach meiner RUckkunft so vie1 zu 
arbeiten gehabt, dass ich erst seit einigen Tagen 
dazu gekommen bin, Ihr Werk Uber die Theorie der 
Functionen, das Sie mir zuzuschicken die GUte 
hatten--ich habe es allerdings erst lange Zeit nach 
Eintreffen Ihres Briefes erhalten--mit Aufmerksamkeit 
durchzusehn. Ich habe mich Uber Ihr Unternehmen 
sehr gefreut, Sie erwerben Sich dadurch urn die 
Verbreitung der mathem. Wissenschaften in Ihrem 
Vaterlande ein grosses Verdienst. Bewunderungswurdig 
finde ich Ihre grosse Belesenheit in der neuern 
math. Litteratur--es scheint Ihnen keine einzige 
Abhandlung von nur einiger Bedeutung fur die Analysis 
entgangen zu sein. Das ist aber etwas sehr 
Wichtiges; denn man kann der studirenden Jugend 
keinen grijssern Dienst erweisen als wenn man sie 
zweckm?&sig anleitet, sich durch das Studium der 
Quellen mit den Fortschritten der Wissenschaft 
bekannt zu machen. 
Ueber einzelne der von Ihnen behandelten 
GegenstBnde mbchte ich mich gern ausfuhrlich mit 
Ihnen besprechen; doch ist dies brieflich nicht 
wohl m8glich. Hoffentlich werde ich aber im Laufe 
des n$ichsten Jahres im Stande, Ihnen mehrere 
analytische Arbeiten zuzusenden, . . . 
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So the answer to our first question is yes. There were 
contacts between Casorati and Weierstrass. Weierstrass even 
studied the book in which Casorati proved his famous theorem. 
Can one conclude from this that Weierstrass took over the theorem 
from Casorati? One cannot: for among the papers left behind by 
Casorati there are some which testify against this conclusion: 
(1) A note by Casorati concerning a meeting with H. A. 
Schwarz (a pupil of Weierstrass) at Rezzonico, Italy, between 2 
and 10 September 1880. It reads: "Mi assicuro the Weierstrass 
possedeva-il mio teorema, sull'ammettere una funzione finita e 
continua per ogni valor finito della variabile x tutti i numeri 
come valori per x=m, sino da1 1863?" (He assured me that 
Weierstrass possessed since 1863? my theorem that functions 
which are finite and continuous for every finite value of the 
variable x assume all numbers as values for x=03.). 
(2) Two undated notes on a notesheet expressing the 
opinion that Weierstrass and HUlder discovered the theorem 
themselves. 
In order to decide about dependence, let us turn to 
our second question. Can one find the theorem in earlier 
lectures of Weierstrass? In this respect the situation of the 
sources is rather unfavourable. The majority of the extant 
lecture notes of Weierstrass are from the years after the publi- 
cation of the book of Casorati [1868b]. The only exception 
available to me is a set of lecture notes by Moritz Pasch 118663, 
which is also mentioned by P. Dugac [1976, 61. Unfortunately 
the notes of Pasch are not always detailed [24]. If one looks 
through these lecture notes dating from the winter semester 
1865-66 one sees that the theorem was known to Weierstrass at 
this time exactly in the special form in which one finds it in 
Casorati's note quoted under (1). The statement of Weierstrass 
reads [Pasch 1866, 261: "Jede Function, welche fiir alle endlichen 
Werthe von x den Charakter einer ganzen Function hat, kann im 
Unendlichen jedem endlichen oder unendlichgrossen Werthe 
beliebig nahe gebracht werden". A proof is not present in the 
manuscript, nor is an explicit generalization given. However, 
after having formulated the theorem for entire functions, 
Weierstrass introduces the so-called meromorphic functions and 
adds at the end [Pasch 1866, 261: "Im Unendlichen sind such 
diese Functionen unbestimmt". A similar formulation is given at 
a later stage in the discussion of the Laurent expansion of f(x) 
at x0 [Pasch 1866, 291: "Wenn die negativen Potenzen fehlen, so 
ist x a kein singulfdrer Punkt; wenn sie in endlicher Anzahl 
vorhanden sind, so hat f(x) in der Umgebung von x o den Charakter 
einer rationalen Function; sonst ist f(xO) unbestimmt". 
According to the lecture notes of Pasch, it seems that at 
this time Weierstrass did not yet use exactly the same terminology 
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he used later on to characterize the different singularities. 
What he later [Weierstrass 18761 called an essential singularity, 
he now calls "Grenzpunkt". His words, as reproduced by Pasch 
[1866, 291 are: "Wenn f(x) fiir alle endlichen Werthe von x den 
Charakter einer rationalen Function und such im Unendlichen 
einen bestimmten Werth hat, so ist f(x) eine rationale Function 
von x. Wenn die eindeutige Function f(x) nicht rational ist, so 
hat sie wenigstens einen Grenzpunkt, d.h. einen Punkt, in dessen 
Umgebung sie die Natur einer rationalen Function nicht hat (er 
kann unendlich entfernt sein) .'I 
The terms essential (wesentlich) and non-essential (ausser- 
wesentlich) singular value first occur in these early lecture 
notes in the discussion of the algebraic functions [Pasch 1866, 
391: "Je nachdem in den Entwicklungen van y nach Potenzen van 
x-a 1 ‘al singulgrer Wert von x--E.N.] wirklich gebrochene 
Potenzen vorkommen oder nicht, werden wir al einen wesentlichen 
oder einen ausserwesentlichen singulxren Werth nennen, entsprechend 
x-a 1 einen wesentlichen oder ausserwesentlichen Factor der 
Discriminante A(x)." 
From the treatment of the singularities in the early 
lecture notes of Pasch it follows that Weierstrass had recognized 
the Casorati-Weierstrass Theorem already in 1865166, although 
at that time he had perhaps not yet attained the clear exposi- 
tion of his doctrine of singularities which we find in his later 
paper [1876]. This result is in full accordance with the written 
note of Casorati menioned under (l), which is based as we have 
seen on a communication by H. A. Schwarz. 
Further, we read in a paper of Schwarz [1890 2, 651 that 
he "heard the lectures on the theory of functions by Herr 
Weierstrass in the winter semester 1863-64." Thus Schwarz 
would have heard the theorem in these lectures. The above 
mentioned report is thus absolutely to be trusted, even in view 
of the question mark after the year given by Casorati. Weierstrass 
therefore had the Casorati-Weierstrass Theorem already in the 
year 1863. 
NOTES 
1. Liouville stated this fact in 1851 at a meeting of the 
Academy and presented as a proof the manuscript of Borchardt 
[Liouville 1851; Borchardt 1880, 2771. 
2. The novelty of the general theory is stressed in the 
preface to the first part [Briot and Bouquet 1859, 11. This 
part of the book is taken, nearly unchanged, from a previous 
paper by the same authors [Briot and Bouquet 18561. 
3. Briot and Bouquet assert in their preface (p. III of 
the second edition) that the criticism of the first edition by 
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certain authors (among others Casorati) is not justified. 
Casorati reacted sharply in a later paper [Casorati 1887, 386, 
fn. 41 to this distortion of the true situation. 
4. Such a spherical representation appears already in the 
posthumous papers of Gauss [Gauss 1863-1933, Vol. 8, 351ff]. 
5. For Durege see above all [Durege 1864, 641. 
6. The antipode plane is the tangential plane at the point 
* of the sphere. It is parallel to the original plane 
[Neumann 1865, 139ff; Casorati 1868b, 455ff]. 
7. In this case the function is still "monodrome and mono- 
genie in the whole plane" in the sense of Briot and Bouquet. 
8. As we have said, Casorati considers a function f(z) 
as continuous also at a point in which the function becomes 
irifinite, if l/f(z) is continuous and monodrome at that point. 
9. Other discontinuities are excluded by the hypothesis 
of Casorati [1868b, 4301. 
10. Casorati investigates the distribution of the poles 
in the second case and discusses several examples [Casorati 1868b 
432f]. 
11.' Casorati uses the expression "La funzione ammette 
come valori . ..I'. He ought to have said: For every a, there 
exist points z in an arbitrary neighborhood of 6 at which the 
function values are arbitrarily near to a. 
12. Casorati says "finite (finita)" instead of "bounded". 
This is an inexactitude which also appears once in the paper of 
Holder [1882, 1401. 
13. For instance, Sokhotskii deals with Cauchy's Integral 
Theorem, Cauchy's Integral Formula, and the expansion in power 
series. 
14. Dinghas [1966, 171, fn. lo] could not get the text, 
in spite of the help of a Russian speaking mathematician. 
15. Sokhotskii uses the same method as Casorati, con- 
tracting, in the second term of the integral formula (1) in 
section 5 above, the inner bounding circle into the isolated 
singular point 6 = z 
0’ 
16. Weierstrass distinguishes between non-essential 
singular points (poles or points of infinity according to the 
earlier terminology) and essential singularities (points of 
discontinuity in the terminology of Casorati). 
This was also a concern of the earlier mathematicians 
(Briotld7nd Bouquet [1859] and Casorati [1866]), as we have seen. 
18. For this latter proof Weierstrass also uses the 
fundamentals of the theory of algebraic functions. 
19. How such a proof can be given can be seen from the 
proof of Casorati (see his 588 reproduced in section 5). 
20. III the second edition another (defective) proof is 
given [Durege 1864, 2nd ed., 112f]. 
21. After Holder the problem of the lemma was considered 
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anew by W. F. Osgood [1896], who at first was not aware of 
Hblder's paper. In his treatise Osgood gives a summary of the 
history of the lemma and two elementary proofs. Later mathema- 
ticians furnished still better proofs [Landau 1906; Curtiss 1906; 
B&her 19061, in which the integration used by HUlder is some- 
times avoided by considering auxiliary functions of the form 
(x-a)f(x) or (x-a)2f(x). 
22. This is clear from the dates of the prefaces of the 
two books ([Casorati 1868b], January 1868; [Sokhotskii 18681, 
7 March 1868). The treatise [Casorati 1868a] was presented to the 
Reale Istituto Lombard0 on 20 February 1868. It is not quite 
clear at what time Sokhotskii finished his work. According to 
his pupils, it took him two years to persuade Chebyshev to permit 
the dissertation defense [Shtokalo 1966 2, 2561. 
23. The current article was submitted to HM in December 
1975. A subsequent article, dealing with the manuscripts left 
by Casorati [E. Neuenschwander, Der Nachlass von Casorati (1835- 
1890) in Pavia], will appear in the Archive for History of Exact 
Sciences. We refer the interested reader to this paper. 
24. This is seen from a comparison of Pasch [1866] and 
Kossak [1872]. Both authors have used the same course of 
lectures of Weierstrass [Kossak 1872, 41. 
25. The letter is found in the unpublished correspondence 
of Casorati. See below section 9, fifth paragraph. 
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